
Fahrersteckbrief Pedro Cavaleiro

Fahrer: Cavaleiro, Pedro

Hersteller: Fine Mobile GmbH

Typ: Twike III

Erstzulassung: 19.07.2013
Startnummer

Kilometerstand: 53300 Km

Höchstgeschwindigkeit: 85 Km/h

Neupreis: 43830 €

Akku Kapazität: 12 kWh

Maximale Reichweite: 200 Km Kategorie
(K3) e-Mobil

Alltagsreichweite: 160 Km

Stromverbrauch: 6 kWh/100Km

Strombezug: 53300

Sitzplätze 2

Geschichte des Fahrzeugs:



TWIKE 1020: Experiences after 491 days of ownership or 50,000 km on the road. Hello, my name is Pedro
Cavaleiro, I live in Süchteln, 20 km from the Dutch border and I would like to share with you TWIKE 1020
experiences.Summary:  Now I'm riding TWIKE 1020 for nearly 17 months and 50,000km. My former car
consumed 6 kg of natural gas per 100 km. So I saved during this time 500 * 6kg = 3,000 kg of natural gas. Two
times I had to visit unexpectedly the TWIKE Service Partners: First: The on-board computer did not start
Second: Delamination of the plastic body from the frame The first contact with a TWIKE was in Furtwangen in
the Black Forest. Since the test drive in February 2012 with Felix Duffner I wanted a TWIKE as a commuter
vehicle. My working place is in the Ruhr Area. Since the resulting commute is 140 km per day and my employer
has no public charging point, it was always clear to me that the energy for the return trip had to be brought from
home. As in April 2013 vehicles with 5 * 7,6Ah were offered I posted an offer for a new TWIKE. Since the
delivery July 2013, it is my preferred transportation vehicle  for all kind of trips up to 300 km distance. For longer
daily distances the TWIKE 1020 drives me to the main train station or to the airport. After an introduction phase
of 6 months the former car was sold. Near the Düsseldorf main train station the car parking Hagemannis a good
address to park the TWIKE. The Park House doorman is a big fan of TWIKE 1020. The TWIKE must only turn
into the driveway and the employer comes out of his office with a smile on his face and the RFID card in his
hand  to a ctivate the charging point.At Düsseldorf Airport especially at the car park P1 the TWIKE is not
detected by the tollgate when you want to leave the parking. To leave the parking a doorman has to open
manually the gate. The doorman at Düsseldorf Airport does not smile during the unlocking of the gate. The
TWIKE driver does also not feel great joy at P1, because these processes can take up to 30 min. Luckily in
January 2014 in the car park P7 a new charging station was inaugurated. In this car park P7 the tollgate opens
without waiting and the electric power provided by the “Stadtwerke Düsseldorf” is at the moment free of charge.
In 491 days (between 19/07/2013 and 22/11/2014) TWIKE 1020 has performed 50'000 km on the road. 11,160
Ah or 293 full cycles equivalents were consumed. The daily average was 101 km or 0.6 battery cycles
equivalents. Of this amount, 73% (36,357 km) were commute and business trips and 27%
(13,643 km) were privately assigned. Main driving distances were performed on highways (59%) followed by
country ways (29%) and city (12%).As you can realize TWIKE 1020 is primarily a working horse to reach my
working places. During these trips, 3,014 kWh were consumed from my home plug. The average consumption is
about 6 kWh / 100km, if a minor amount of not monitored external charges during long distance trips are
neglected. The greatest distance without intermediate loading was 191 km. (from Süchteln to Eupen, Belgien
and back home). The longest 24h ride were 526 km. (from Süchteln to Leipzig.) In Leipzig I could charge at
TWIKE in Leipzig, Katrin and Lutz Förster.
The raw data values used for the calculations were collected at:
http://www.spritmonitor.de/de/detailansicht/587356.html and give an good overview about driving profile and
costs. Total costs of ownership are at the moment 46.262,79 EUR and based on54.362,14 EUR Payments
minus 8.099,35 EUR of paybacks. The 8.099,35 EUR of paybacks are mainly composed of km refund for
buisnness trips and german tax refunds for commuting expenses.54.362,14 EUR Payments are composed of
purchasing price (43.830,02 EUR), accessories (5.129,77 EUR), insurance (2.310,57 EUR), maintainance and
periodic inspection (1.660,94 EUR), electricity (785,88 EUR) and all the rest (645,75 EUR) like tiers, car
allowance fees, parking fees, …. Today (status 23/11/2014) the total cost of driven km is 0,93 EUR/km.
Experiences and mishaps Unexpectedly I had to visit once the TWIKE service partner in Herten Jürgen Gaber
and one time I visited the TWIKE Service in Rosenthal: On 25.11.2013 and 10,027 km: TWIKE display / on-
board computer did not start. Display was repaired in Herten by Jürgen Gaber. Starting 26.06.2014 and 31,550
km a delamination of the plastic body from the frame was observed. At 07.08.2014 and 35,220 km the problem
was fixed
in Rosenthal. Both repairs were performed free of charge during the period of guarantee.I would like to thank
Jürgen Gaber for always finding solutions to perform the handover of TWIKE 1020 in an easy way. If needed
even at weekend or during the night is was possible to park TWIKE 1020 in the garage of the Service Center
Ruhrgebiet so that all periodic 10,000km inspections could be performed quickly. I also would like to thank Fine
Mobile GmbH for producing such a reliable traveling vehicle.Now let´s get prepared for the next 50,000
km.Yours sincerely Pedro & TWIKE 1020


